PINT-SIZED

Get in the back-to-school groove with these adorable and
playful children’s eyewear styles. –Victoria Garcia
PRETTY IN PINK: The My Little Pony collection from Nouveau Eyewear
offers girls fun and colorful optical styles. Style Unity is an acetate frame that
features a pink sparkly hue.
MY LITTLE PONY Unity from Nouveau Eyewear

SPRING INTO STYLE: Marcolin introduces its new Guess spring/
summer 2018 tween eyewear collection. With easy-to-wear styles in lively
color combinations, style 9177 features acetate and metal in a square shape.
GUESS 9177 from Marcolin

GAME WINNER: Perfect for wearing on and off the field, Wiley X adds
style Fierce to its Youth Force Collection. This Rx-ready frame features a soft
rubber nose bridge, rubber temple tips and an adjustable elastic button strap
for a comfortable fit.
YOUTH FORCE Fierce from Wiley X

MOVIE THEMED: For any girl looking for a colorfully themed frame,
Pan Oceanic Eyewear introduces its Frozen Eyewear collection. Style
FZE2 is a purple acetate frame with snowflake details on the inner and
outer temples.
FROZEN FZE2 from Pan Oceanic Eyewear

RUNWAY INSPIRED: Targeted toward girls looking to add fashion
frames to their wardrobe, L’Amy America introduces new styles to its Niki
Nicole Miller collection. Style Thea features a triple laminate contemporary
star design with a contrast tortoise color on the front.
NIKI NICOLE MILLER Thea from L’Amy America

COLORFUL AND BRIGHT: Nouveau Eyewear adds new styles to its
My Little Pony collection. Style Ethereal is fun and colorful and features a blue
metal front with multicolored temples.
MY LITTLE PONY Ethereal from Nouveau Eyewear

BLUE IS FOR YOU: Safilo presents its new Kids by Safilo eyewear
collection. Style 0005/N is a square shape for children from 7 to 8 years
old and features a transparent blue hue and shark graphics on the temples.
KIDS BY SAFILO 0005/N from Safilo

SUNGLASS-LEVEL UV PROTECTION IN ALL CLEAR
LENSES: UV radiation poses serious risks to our health, especially to our
eyes and the surrounding skin. Many products and materials on the market
today only partially address UV protection. All clear Zeiss lenses will now
provide sunglass-level UV protection up to 400 nm, thereby eliminating the
gap in UV protection in clear lenses.
UVProtect Lenses from ZEISS
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